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To explore the association between methylation level and transcript level of TNF receptor-associated factor 5 (TRAF5) gene with ankylosing spondylitis (AS) in Chinese Han population. Methylation and

association of methylation level and transcript level in traf5 gene with ankylosing spondylitis: a case-control study
Nature on the geochemical analysis of artefacts from Neolithic flint mines in southern Britain. In the decades since, geochemical techniques to source stone artefacts have flourished globally, with a

evaluating machine learning techniques for archaeological lithic sourcing: a case study of flint in britain
The Fiber Optical Transceiver Market research report offers the breakdown of the industry by market size, rate of development, key companies, counties, product selections and application. The report

global fiber optical transceiver market assessment 2021-2026 - impact of covid-19, case study analysis, key opportunities and major players
The "Commercial Development of Women's Sport - Athlete Landscape" report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. An analysis into the changing commercial landscape of women's sport with a

world women's sport commercial landscape
report 2021 with a focus on athlete brand partnerships and case studies for nike and sam kerr & rolex vs
The global caustic soda market is set to gain momentum from its increasing usage as a water treatment chemical. It

caucustic soda market assessment 2020-2026 - impact of covid-19, case study analysis, key opportunities and major players
For many small businesses, online reputation is an afterthought. They strive to provide great service and take feedback seriously, but they're not keeping up with managing their reputation online. In

marketing 360® releases case study on the power of a strong reputation
The challenges women's sports face have drawn national attention in recent months, particularly when it comes to the inequities they encounter. A new MIT Sloan School of Management case study examines

mit Sloan publishes case study on how the national women's soccer league thrived in the pandemic
At the heart of Covid-19 responses, the transition from fossil sources to green energy is an urgent issue for nations to address the crisis and secure sustainable economies. As a country in a

a two-stage multiple criteria decision making for site selection of solar photovoltaic (pv) power plant: a case study in taiwan
Analysis of The Autopsy The first article retold the case which gave birth to forensic toxicology
studies in Portugal and informed present day Portuguese medicolegal procedures.

**analysis of autopsy, toxicological and psychiatric reports of Portugal’s first major forensic case**

We look at four key case studies across advanced and emerging markets—the Nordics and the road ahead in the respective countries. Some of the analysis focuses on co-operative labor markets in the

**is there a one-size-fits-all approach to inclusive growth? a case study analysis**

Researchers from Switzerland recently analyzed long COVID symptoms in children and adolescents with a 6-month follow-up based on their SARS-CoV-2 serology. A longitudinal cohort analysis, the Ciao

**swiss study suggests very low prevalence of long covid in pediatric population**

A study done by ReputationUP has analyzed the online reputation of Iván Duque, the current president of Colombia. Through this analysis, we know the

**online reputation of Iván Duque after withdrawal of the tax reform [case study]**

The first article retold the case which gave birth to forensic toxicology studies in Portugal and informed to perform irrefutable toxicological analysis, but in those times, the

**portugal’s first major forensic case attests the importance of toxicological analysis**

Here, based on a particular case study, Dezan Shira & Associates (DSA) provides a detailed analysis of the new “same jurisdiction/same treaty benefit rule” when applying the DTA benefits to avail

**optimizing profit in a dividend repatriation by dta: a case study**

"Our study demonstrates that up to six months after diagnosis, the risk of death following even a mild case of COVID-19 is VHA data to conduct a separate analysis of 13,654 patients

**several long-term effects of covid-19 point to massive health burden: study**

I began to use the NRA as a case study when serious allegations about its mismanagement emerged in 2019. The gun group’s wobbly finances and other woes make it the epitome of a poorly run nonprofit,

**why i use the nra as a case study for how nonprofits shouldn’t operate**

Picture: Inpho/Laszlo Gezco Greyhound Racing Ireland (GRI) is set to commission an economic analysis to present “the best case possible” that the industry is not in decline. Ger Dollard, the chief

**greyhound industry to commission new study to show ‘best case possible’**

The "Commercial Development of Women’s Sport - Athlete Landscape" report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com’s offering. An analysis into the changing commercial landscape of women’s sport with a

**world women’s sport commercial landscape report 2021 with a focus on athlete brand partnerships and case studies for nike and sam kerr & rolex vs hublot - researchandmarkets.com**

Global Iodine-131 Market: Segment Analysis The research report includes specific segments by region (country), by company, by Type and by Application. This study provides information about the

**global iodine-131 market assessment 2021-2026 - impact of covid-19, case study analysis, key opportunities and major players**

From the competitive advantages of different types of products and services, the development opportunities and consumption characteristics and structure analysis a detailed study of market

**global reflective wrist strap series market assessment 2021-2026 - impact of covid-19, case study analysis, key opportunities and major players**

Just as many of the most important foundational results in BCA emerged from policy applications, the policy case studies using BCA also provide valuable insights. A common concern pertains to which

**case studies in benefit-cost analysis**

The 2019 Business Case Analysis builds on previous UHSGT studies conducted by WSDOT. It provides a more comprehensive and detailed picture of the wide range of benefits that could result in the region

**ultra-high-speed ground transportation study - 2019 business case analysis**
MORE Justice hosted a news conference at Reid Chapel AME Church in Columbia on Monday and called for a formal study of gun violence in the area.

**faith coalition calls for gun violence study and direction to curb the violence**
Do I stay in the COVID-19 vaccine trial I’ve been enrolled in for 4 months—and which I very much hope will be successful—or do I drop out, take an already proven vaccine, and protect myself sooner? It

**I’m subject n1002-0060 and I’m dropping out of my covid-19 vaccine trial**
Brothers Robert and Brad Simon with their co-founder, Teresa Diep also launched a technology platform that helps lawyers simplify paperwork, data analysis for advice on case issues.

**collaboration will get you further than competition in entrepreneurship: a case study with justice hq**
Hispanic Americans have died of COVID-19 at a disproportionately high rate compared to whites because of workplace exposure to the virus, a new study suggests The analysis of federal data

**many hispanics died of covid-19 because of work exposure, study suggests**
Third-generation fluoroquinolones may not pose the same risk to tendon health as earlier-generation agents, the findings of a new study suggest. If confirmed, this will be good news for patients

**third-generation quinolones may be safer for tendons**
Three of the country’s largest blood donation organizations have completed a study into whether individual risk assessments could replace the current three month waiting rule.

**study of blood donation from gay men could change fda restrictions**
That’s a good point, and while I don’t know what the answer is, I do know that a study published last year How would this factor in cost-benefit analysis? (The issue of cost-benefit

**the case against the anti-money laundering rules**
PAP therapy works to prevent the collapse of the airway during sleep and has been associated with improving depressive symptoms and cognitive impairment in a prior single patient case study.

treatment of sleep apnea may reduce risk of alzheimer disease, dementia
Do you think you can do the same? Use your new knowledge of fingerprint analysis to test this out. Never stop guessing and testing. Real scientists and detectives guess and test their theories

**fingerprint analysis: a family case study**
Hispanic Americans have died of COVID-19 at a disproportionately high rate compared to whites because of workplace exposure to the virus, a new study suggests The analysis of federal data

**many hispanics died of covid-19 because of work exposure**

**study indicates são tomé island has two species of caecilians found nowhere else on earth**
The findings are the latest sign that the city may have dodged a worst-case scenario with the The report called for further study and timely genetic analysis to get a better handle on the

**the variant found in n.y.c. doesn’t seem to lead to more severe infections, a preliminary study finds.**
In an analysis of 50 million U.S. patients said the Kaiser/Epic report. Another study of more than 85,000 patients in New York City’s public hospital system also showed high COVID death

**covid’s outsize impact on asian americans is being ignored**
In 2016, a genetic study suggested otherwise by first introducing the concept for four distinct species. The new whole-genome analysis supports four distinct species and seven subspecies.

**dna study confirms there are four giraffe species**
"The results of the genome analysis have great significance for giraffe conservation," says Dr. Julian Fennessy, GCF director and co-author of the study "In the case of giraffes, we can

**comprehensive genetic analyses confirm four different giraffe species and seven subspecies**
The CDC study noted that the effect of wearing face masks was not considered in the analysis, which focused on COVID-19 transmission on a flight with mandate.

**covid: keeping middle plane seats empty lowers risk of transmission, cdc study says, but most airlines won’t do it**
Now, it appears to have data to back its case—at least Porges noted in an analysis in late 2019, citing EvaluatePharma data. At the time, he said the Alpine study, which BeiGene just

**beigene's brukinsa turns in 'near best case scenario' against imbruvica in key cll trial: analyst**
An analysis of data as has been the case during COVID-19 lockdowns, receiving support virtually can still be highly effective, researchers say. The new study was led by the UK’s largest

**virtual weight-loss support during lockdown leads to clinically meaningful weight loss**
To undertake this study, the MGH team used proteomics, which is the analysis of the entire protein composition (or proteome) of a cell, tissue or organism. In this case, proteomic analysis was

**researchers identify protein 'signature' of severe covid-19**
In a study published on Tuesday in the Journal of Internal Medicine, researchers found that some 86% of people with a mild case of the coronavirus requires further analysis, they noted.

**those with mild coronavirus experience loss of taste, smell in 86% of cases: study**
The second one is with mild to moderate illness and in this case also patients are recovering He underlined the need for analysis of the viral strain present in the region.

**call to study virulence of covid strain in andhra pradesh**
As such, the relative risk associated with a given biomechanical variable—for example, varus knee—cannot be appreciated in this analysis. A subjective comparison of certain biomechanical variables

**a retrospective case-control analysis of 2002 running injuries**
Despite recent efforts by the World Health Organization, no one to date has identified the first case of human transmission the lead author of a new study, appearing in advanced online

**new study traces back the progenitor genomes causing covid-19 and geospatial spread**
This 2nd interim analysis is to be performed by the independent DMC (Data Monitoring Committee) based on safety and efficacy data. The Company is

**biophytis completed recruitment of 155 participants to the cova phase 2-3 study with sarconeos (bio101) in covid-19 allowing the 2nd interim analysis**
The actuaries will be analyzing long-term care insurance (LTCI) claim data to see how a COVID-19 case leading to use The actuaries cite an earlier Milliman analysis of “spousal contagion